Our Equipment
EVO-5
Our equipment runs on the self-innovated EVO-5 technology: the leading standard in the business. EVO-5 is
short for Evolution-5 which means that in combination with our frequent updates you are guaranteed to have the
best functioning equipment with the most modern technology. The EVO-5 is made to universally fit customer
needs and desires hosting multiple languages, lightweight batteries, durable materials and more. The EVO-5 is
equipped with full wireless WIFI control, an operator PC running preinstalled Windows 7 software and of course
real-time named-shooting. A list of many more features of EVO-5 can be seen on the list on your left.

LaserFun: laser tag especially for children
Our LaserFun is the only laser tag equipment in the world that is perfectly suited for children from 4 years old and
up! Perfect if you have a children's playground or any other business especially made for children. Choose the
Junior sized vests for the children and the Senior vests for the parents! The colors of the equipment are childfriendly and come in appealing colors such as blue and red. LaserFun is the only laser tag system in the world
with vests especially designed for children! The same extreme durability and quality, customized to give the
children a very fun time!

Starting a laser tag business
Our LASER TAG is excellently suited both as a stand-alone laser tag arena as well as tied-in to other
entertainment facilities such as go-karts, bowling or paintball? Of course our brand is able to be used as a standalone laser tag arena. At the same time, if your business already has entertainment facilities such as go-karts,
bowling or paintball,.We offer you to keep your customers longer on-site, increase revenues from food and
beverages, decrease the threshold for a person to come to your business, attract more target groups and of
course increase the overall revenue due to the our LASER TAG GAMES!

Low maintenance
Our Equipment is the most durable and the strongest lasertag equipment available which means you have to do
little maintenance. The material of the cover of our vests is also used in the car industry (!) and our gun has no
electronics in it, which makes sure that the equipment is very durable. Our offers you to clone a vest with the
same settings and the same game so a player can continue playing his game. Did you know you can even
dismantle the whole vest and take the battery out and the vest will actually continue playing? This is only
available at laser tag experience it for yourself at any of our locations. There is a reason that so many arenas
switched to our BRAND

Features of our LASER TAG equipment

Hammer strong material
Using technology coming from the car industry in its covers,WE offers you to come to our headquarters to swing
a heavy hammer at our equipment. You will see that our equipment will pass the hammer test with flying colors.
Can you say the same about other equipment? Thought not OUR BRAND is and will remain to be the most
durable and strongest laser tag equipment available!

Up to 6 teams and 64 players
The EVO-5 system uses ultra brightmulticolor LED's which are highly visible through the transparent protective
cover. The brightness of the LED's can be customized to fit darker or lighter arenas. With our technology you can
host groups with up to 6 teams and 64 players at a time!

Nine hit points for near perfect realism
One of the most favorite features of OUR BRAND among customers are the famous hit points: there are nine (!)
sensors on the vest and gun! These hit points are fully capable to be customized to fit your own preferences and
customer desires. Microprocessors control all hit points on the EVO-5 vests and shots are acknowledged by
strobing flashes. You can be hit on the front, rear, shoulders and the gun. Nine sensors guarantee near-perfect
realism!

High quality sound system
Digital speech technology and high capacity audio processors provide the vest with superior sounds. High quality
speakers on not just one, but both (!) shoulders give the best sound experience to the player. Customized sound
effects and a digital voice coach can even give the player guidance on how to play!

S.W.A.T. laser and S.W.A.T. light
Allow your players to behave like if they were part of a real S.W.A.T.-squad and in need to rescue a 'hostage'.
This is a really great option for players as they appreciate to play like if they are in a real situation. Use the
S.W.A.T. laser and S.W.A.T. light and see the fun they have for yourself. The S.W.A.T. laser and S.W.A.T. light
make sure that playing laser tag has never been more realistic than with EVO-5!

PowerPods and MiniPods
Our PowerPods and Minipods are the best additions to your arena. Both the PowerPod and the MiniPod can be
controlled by OUR BRAND console. They can be customized per game to have different options: do you want to
give your players extra firepower, shields, invisibility, extra lives or extra ammo? It's all available! Just choose
your preferences on the OUR BRAND console. PowerPods can also be bases and can even start shooting
opponent team members as a defense mechanism! There are thousands of different options with the PowerPod
and Minipod.

Accuracy more than 35m
Within an arena you normally have a distance of 12 to 15 meters to the next wall so you need at least to have an
accuracy of 100% up to 12 to 15 meters. OUR BRAND has doubled (!) that distance to 35 meters while
maintaining a 100% accuracy, by far the best in the business! With OUR famous shooting technology you can
shoot players with the most accurate and precise shots available. Receive real-time feedback by sounds,
vibration and live information on your display. The accuracy of 100% on a distance of 35 meters is the longest
available in the business!

Continuous Radio Communication
Continuous Radio Communication is active throughout the game, and gives control over the vest during the
entire game. Real-time ranking is made possible because of continuous feedback between vests and the
controller computer.

QR codes
OURS is the first lasertag brand with QR codes on the scorecards. These codes contain information such as
scoring, OUR BRAND center information and more. The QR codes are simply scanned with a mobile phone.
Excellent for communication from you to your players. Just another useful addition from us!

Happy birthday
When a birthday group is about to play you can let the EVO-5 vests sing a 'happy birthday' song, out of the blue!
All packs sing the birthday song, the equipment of the birthday boy gives him an extra special surprise. When the
melody starts it comes as a big surprise for the kids. Really fun for the children!

Unstoppable
Even if you would dismantle the whole vest and take out the battery, the EVO-5 vest will keep on playing. It will
continue the same game with the same settings and the players don't even notice! Imagine the competitive
advantage in that: you can just keep playing ensuring a high throughput. Have you ever seen that at
competitors? Thought not. Did you also know that in case of other problems you could also clone the vest to
another vest? The player can then continue his/her game with the same settings! You could call the EVO-5
'Super Unstoppable' now!

EVO-5 module overview
Hot restart and pack cloning module
Clone vests to continue a game with the same settings. It will continue playing with the same settings and even
the same gametime left. A really nice feature so players can continue playing at all times.

Booking terminal module
With the Booking Terminal module it is possible to enter names of players and player groups from behind the bar
or from the reception area. Increase your throughput with the most important booking terminal module!

Reservation module
With the Reservation module you can book reservations and synchronize them automatically with the console.

PowerPod and MiniPod editor
The PowerPod and MiniPod editor allows you to change, modify, adapt and customize virtually any setting in the
Power- and MiniPods. Set when, to whom and how the Pods should react for an intensely diversified game.

Multi-Group module
With this module it is possible to have two different groups playing separately in one arena and they will get their
very own scorecard at the end of the game! This is a very handy module when you have a busy location with
children birthday parties! Ensure yourself of an efficient throughput!

Multi-Arena module
With this module it is possible to play with not just one, but two (!) arenas at the same time. This is incredibly
useful if you want to split your large arena to accommodate more groups on a busy day and still give them their
group privacy!

Real-time ranking module
Real-time ranking based on live scores give the player accurate feedback due to high speed radio transmitters.
Ranking as it has never been before. A definite must-have for all operators as players appreciate this so much!

Twitter and Facebook module
Allow your scores to be automatically posted on Twitter and Facebook for players to see! Allow your players to
retweet their scores and allow them to engage in automatic mouth-to-mouth advertisement with this module!

DMX module
With our DMX control module lights and special effects inside your arena will be controlled from the OUR brand
console. This automatically has the lights turned on when a game is about to start. You can control all lights and
special effects easily now!

Loading room sound module
The experience of players start the minute they set foot in your arena. Your loading room is a part of that. Allow
them to experience awesome videos with professional voice-actors who explain the game easily and in such a
way that the adrenaline is instantly pumping!

Sound effects module
Offer the most extensive sound effects in the business. Phaser sounds, bullet sounds, funny sounds, cool
sounds. Name it and we have it. So much fun for the players!

Game interaction module
Allow yourself to interact with players during the game! Maximum interaction, maximum fun.

Touchscreen module
With this module the our brand EVO-5 console can be controlled with a touch screen. This makes it faster and
easier to control your lasertag equipment. It is the 21st century after all!

MP3 module
With this module the music will be started automatically when the game starts. You can easily control all the
music, from start till end.

Worldwide League Module
See how your players rank against each other on a worldwide bases. The Worldwide League module keep track
of global high scores. A great and real fun challenge for players!

Custom website module
Receive a great-looking custom website, on which you can fill in your own information in your own language.
Completely with stunning graphics, trailers and a contact form. Includes setting up all kinds of social media plugins. Custom made for you!

Video module
Show video material on extra screens connected to the our brand console. Real-time and awesome. Allow
yourself to have full video control!

E-mail module
With this service your players receive an email with their scores after playing a game. This reminds them of their
scores and reminds them of the good times they have had. Automated Customer Relationship Management!

Weekend Internship module
Learn all the tricks from one of our biggest centers in Holland. They will show you everything about how to run a
laser tag arena in one single weekend. Hotel, beverages and food included for 2 people. After this weekend you
will know how to operate your our brand successfully from day one! Allow us to share our know-how!

Installation & Instruction Module
We will install our equipment at your center and you will receive instructions how to operate it easily and
functionally. Allow your staff to be properly trained! Installation & Instruction lasts one day. (Costs of travel and
stay excluded)

Arena design module
We do not design arenas ourselves. It would be time we like to spend on keeping our product the best and the
standard in the business. That benefits both you and us. At the same time, we have been around quite some time
and we know some good designers who can design the arena for you. Give the word and we will put you in
contact with them
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